THE ENDLESS INTERVENTION

14 YEARS TOO LONG!

RALLY & MARCH
SATURDAY
1PM JUNE 19
TOWN HALL

• END RACIST LAWS •
IS THE ‘EMERGENCY’ OVER? FIVE YEARS OF THE INTERVENTION, TEN YEARS OF STOLEN FUTURES - WHAT DRACONIAN LAWS ARE NEXT?

Since 2007, Northern Territory First Nations communities have been subjected to oppressive legislation passed by both Labor and Liberal governments that has done irreparable damage to these communities. The laws removed permit systems which opened up access Aboriginal lands, imposed the Basics card, decimated jobs, suspended the Racial Discrimination Act, allowed the Government to compulsorily acquire land. These laws have caused a deterioration of social capital and well-being on Australia’s most severely disadvantaged population. They have resulted in greater youth incarceration, increased rates of suicide and child removal, deepening poverty and the further loss of self-determination.

We demand the repeal of ‘Stronger Futures’ laws, land rights and community governance of councils and housing, the right to bilingual education, the closing of youth prisons, having alternatives for all prisons, reinstatement of customary law, dignified meaningful jobs programs managed by community, the scrapping of compulsory Basics cards and the return of children stolen during the Intervention. We demand an end to police wearing guns in communities, to land theft, mining and fracking and the increased militarisation of the NT. We demand treaties now!

Following the Saturday rally there will be an online conference on Sunday 20th of June with sessions at 11am, 1.30pm and 4pm and Monday 7pm AEST, search Eventbrite: The Endless Intervention to find out more.

Organised by Stop the Intevention Collective Sydney and supported by Indigenous Social Justice Association, Fighting In Solidarity Towards Treaties, Australian Student Environment Network and Pride In Protest

NOW IS THE TIME TO RETURN HUMAN RIGHTS TO FIRST NATIONS PEOPLES!
REPEAL THE LAWS PASSED BY PARLIAMENT UNDER LIBERAL AND LABOR. NOW!
END THESE DESTRUCTIVE RACIST POLICIES!